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Introduction

Blazars and Gamma-ray variability

A large collection of multi-wavelenght observations tends to show that black holes
are the central engine responsible of the most violent astrophysical events such as,
for instance, active nuclei of galaxies, X-ray binaries, core-collapse supernovae or
gamma-ray bursts. This central engine is subject to strong gravity, strong electromagnetic fields and rotation. The governing physical laws of such engines are
well known (General Relativistic MagnetoHydroDynamics after GRMHD) but
are nonlinear, time-dependent and multidimensional. Thereby, it was necessary
to develop a numerical approach to simulate their evolution and observational
appearance where a first-principles theory can not be achieve.

Purpose of a GRMHD code
Basically, we want a numerical integration of a set of equations of general relativistic magnetohydrodynamics. The fundamental equations are: the particle
number conservation equation (1), the four energy-momentum equation (2) and
the induction equation (3).
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It is observed that black hole are launching a jet of matter. The Jet is powered
by the Blandford-Znajek mechanism which can extract energy from a rotating
black hole [2]. The Blandford–Znajek process requires an accretion disk with
a strong poloidal magnetic field around a spinning black hole. When the
jet is pointing in the direction of the Earth, we are talking about Blazars.
Gamma-ray flux of blazars are showing short-timescale variability from hours
to days [1]. This means that the Gamma-ray emission from the jet is not uniform and short time-scale variability suggest that it occurs close to the black hole.
In the purpose of a better understanding of such variability, we want to
investigate the role of magnetically arrested disks (MADs) as producer of
turbulence in relativistic jet. MADs state occurs when the magnetic pressure
force, pushes outward on the accretion disk gas. To study this phenomena
we will do GRMHD simulations performed with HARM. Because we need a
certain amount of magnetic flux surrounding the black hole, to have enough
magnetic pressure balancing the accretion, we need a large initial magnetized
torus. To do this, We recently implemented a new thick disk model in HARM
using the Chakrabarti’s prescription [3]. In this model, the angular momentum
distribution is chosen to have a power law distribution, which differs from the
default disk model of Fishbone & Moncrief [4], where the angular momentum is
assuming to be constant in the disk . This model will allow us to create a initial
torus with a large amount of poloidal magnetic flux to perfom MADs.

(3)

Here in (1) g ≡ Det(gµν ) where gµν is the metric. ρ correspond to the "rest
mass density" and uµ is the four velocity. In (2), T µν is the stress-energy tensor
λ
i
and Γ νκ is the spatial connection. Finally in (3) B is the magnetic field threevector, bi is the spatial part of the magnetic field four-vector and ui is the spatial
part of the four-velocity tensor.

What is HARM?
HARM (High Accuracy Relativistic Magnetohydrodynamics) is a conservative
scheme, shock capturing, for evolving the equations of GRMHD, developped by
C. Gammie et al. [5]. The integrated equations are of the form:
i

∂t U (P ) = −∂i F (P ) + S(P )

(4)

where U is a vector of “conserved variables”, such as particle number density,
or energy or momentum, F i are the fluxes in finite control volume, and S
is a vector of source terms. U is conserved in the sense that, if S = 0, it
depends only on fluxes at the boundaries. The vector P is composed of
“primitive” variables, such as rest-mass density, internal energy density, velocity
components, and magnetic field components, which are interpolated to model
the flow within zones. U and F i depend on P . Conservative numerical schemes
advance U , then, depending on the order of the scheme, calculate P (U ) once
or twice per time step (Fig.1).
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Figure 2: 2D simulations of black hole accretion system. The left panel shows the
initial condition, right shows a snapshot a t = 1000. x and y axis are in rg units
(gravitational radius). A black hole is represented with a dashed circle, Magnetic field
lines are in white, the color shows the normalized density.

To ensure that Chakrabarti’s disk model is correctly implemented, We
performed simulation of "standard initial condition" (SIC) (using by default
setup of the freely available code HARM). Figure 2 shows a snapshot of SIC
with the new disk model (left panel) and a snapshot of the computing evolution
(right panel). We can see that the initial magnetized torus is filling the black
hole with magnetic field leading to a jet formation as expected. The newly
implemented Chakrabarti’s disk model leads to the same evolution of SIC
performed with the Fishbone & Moncrief disk model, implemented by default
in HARM.

Conclusion and Perspective
We presented the conservative scheme of the GRMHD code HARM as well as
the newly implemented Chakrabarti’s disk model as initial condition. Next
work will be dedicated to MADs simulation using the new disk model. Because
we need a consequent amount of magnetic flux surrounding the black hole,
we need a large initial magnetized torus. Current simulations of MADs are
showing an initial torus of a size of 2 · 104 rg with a total computational domain
extended at 5 · 105 rg [6].
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In order to compute 3D simulations of MADs with a good spatial resolution to solve physical process close to the black hole, we need big computational
resources. Future 3D simulations of MADs on OKEANOS will provide enough
data to study the role of MADs in blazars gamma-rays flux variability.
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